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A WORD FROM THE HEADTEACHER  

What a week! 

The learners ended their week by a dress up day as they were learning about the 

different careers the world has to offer. We were impressed by the different 

thought process we have here at Playstreet School; we had youtubers, gamers, 

doctors, engineers, logistics, scientists…. 

The fathers and father figures at Playstreet School did not fail as the turnout was 

amazing. They did not shy away in telling us what they do and why they like doing 

what they do. One parent decided to go all out and gave out reflective vests and we 

mixed concrete in school. 

The boys club suggested a nyama choma hangout with their children, a suggestion 

the school liked and more details in the planning will be shared.  

 

For identification privacy I will use their occupations 

#Dj and radio presenter                 # Engineer and 

#Professor                     #Logistics engineer          

#Accountant      

  #Banker                     #Businessman,        

#Captain      #Doctor 
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THIS WEEK’S STAR STUDENTS 

 

                Grade 1 East –  Ricca Pokot           Grade 1 West – Ivanah Jerop 

                             Grade 2 –  Jayden Mich            Grade 3 – Leon Nikolai 

Grade 4 – Leo Oteba  
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